
Pooling Our Research: Making 
Roadsides Safer
Why a Pooled Fund Study? 
Critical to reducing the dangers of vehicle crashes in Min-
nesota—including the severity of injuries and the chance 
of fatalities—is the design of safety structures into which 
vehicles collide after leaving the road, such as guardrails, 
median barriers and breakaway supports.

To help make these roadside structures as safe as possible, 
in 1993 the Federal Highway Administration adopted uni-
form standards for crash-testing them, defined in National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program Report 350. 
Because all states were mandated to use these standards, 
the most efficient approach to crash-testing roadside struc-
tures was to pool resources rather than duplicate efforts. 
To this end, in 2005 Mn/DOT and seven other states led by 
Washington created the Roadside Safety Research Program 
pooled fund study. 

What is the Pooled Fund Study’s Goal?
The purpose of this effort is to crash-test and evaluate the design of roadside structures, 
including bridge rails; guardrails; transitions; median barriers; portable concrete barriers; 
end treatments; crash cushions; culverts; work zone traffic control devices; and break-
away support structures such as sign supports, light posts and mailboxes. Research also 
addresses the influence on single vehicle collisions of highway features such as drive-
ways, slopes, ditches, shoulders, medians and curbs. 

What Have We Learned?
The program has committed more than $1 million in research funding to more than 25 
projects in various stages of completion, all of which have been performed by the Texas 
Transportation Institute. Member states also develop and fund their own projects, taking 
advantage of reduced overhead under the pooled fund agreement to make these proj-
ects more efficient and cost-effective. 

Research has included in-service performance evaluation studies; computer simulations; 
clinical analyses; analysis of real-world crash data; cost-benefit analyses; and the develop-
ment of guidelines for the use, selection and placement of roadside structures. By par-
ticipating in this consortium, Mn/DOT has benefited from the research of other states 
and reduced the costs of its own roadside safety research.

Completed projects investigated new technologies to cost-effectively meet NCHRP
Report 350 criteria:

•  Minnesota Swing-Away Mailbox, which tested an Mn/DOT swing-away mailbox sup-
port to determine if it complied with NCHRP-recommended criteria for breakaway 
supports.

•  Long-Span Guardrail—Phases I-III, which developed a long-span guardrail design that is 
less expensive to construct than existing designs.

•  High-Tension Cable, which evaluated the crash performance of high-tension cable 
median barriers under excessive impacts. The results may be used to develop cable 
barrier placement guidelines.
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The program’s evaluation of 
roadside structures often 
includes both field crash 

testing of existing structures and 
computer simulations of possible 

design improvements before 
they are tested again in the field. 

TOTAL STATE CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO DATE:
$1,240,000

Mn/DOT CONTRIBUTIONS
TO DATE:

$250,000

PARTICIPATING STATES:
AK, CA, LA, MN, PA, TN, TX, WA
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TPF-5(114): Roadside 

Safety Research Program. 

This study was established 

in 2005 to crash-test and 

evaluate the design of 

roadside structures. More 

than 25 projects have been 

completed that support 

Minnesota’s goal to reduce 

fatalities and serious 

injuries on its roads.
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•  W-Beam Guardrail Post Installation in Rock, which developed cost-effective guidelines 
for placement of W-beam guardrail posts in rock.

•  Steel Posts Over Underground Structures, which developed a steel post design using 
a concrete slab that can be used to support guardrails where there are shallow under-
ground obstructions.

What’s Going On Now?
Current projects include:

•  Development of a T-Intersection/Curved Guardrail System, which involves crash-
testing short radius guardrail systems that can be used at intersections. A second phase 
will include the design, simulation and crash testing of a new system. 

•  Development of Field Applied Fittings for Cable Barrier and Conversion to High Ten-
sion, which is identifying and testing a new field application method for wire rope 
terminations on cable barrier systems, evaluating the benefits of converting the low-
tension wire rope systems to higher tension systems, and performing related perfor-
mance evaluations via crash testing.

•  Crash Wall Design for Mechanically Stabilized Earth Retaining Wall, which involves 
designing and testing a crash wall to protect a mechanically stabilized earth structure 
from vehicular impact.

•  U.S. 11 Lake Pontchartrain Bridge Rail Replacement, which involves developing a 
more cost-effective retrofit bridge rail design for use on the US 11 Lake Pontchartrain 
Bridge.

•  F-Shape Concrete Barrier with Slotted Drain Holes, which is evaluating the geometry 
and placement of the drainage slots on a concrete F-shape barrier. Drainage is critical 
to vehicle safety on bridges during heavy rainfall.

What’s Next?
On an annual basis, representatives from participating states gather to identify common 
research needs, select projects for funding and oversee the implementation of results. 
This group approved five additional research projects for the coming year, and a new 
solicitation was issued inviting more states to participate in the program. Funding for 
this pooled fund project runs through 2011.

“This pooled fund study 
is integral to Minnesota’s 
Toward Zero Deaths 
initiative, which seeks to 
create a culture in which 
fatalities and serious 
injuries are no longer 
acceptable.”

–Deb Fick,
Research SP&R 
Administrator, Mn/DOT 
Research and Library 
Services
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This Technical Summary pertains to the ongoing Pooled Fund TPF-5(114), Roadside Safety Research 
Program. Details of this effort can be found at http://www.pooledfund.org/projectdetails.asp?id=
345&status=4 and http://www.roadsidepooledfund.org.

For more than 25 years, FHWA’s Transportation Pooled Fund Program has been providing state DOTs and 
other organizations the opportunity to collaborate in solving transportation-related problems. The TPF 
Program is focused on leveraging limited funds, avoiding duplication of effort, undertaking large-scale 
projects and achieving broader dissemination of results on issues of regional and national interest.

According to NCHRP Report 350, during crash testing, structures must be evaluated based on 
structural adequacy, occupant risk and vehicle trajectory after collision. To evaluate the vehicle 
trajectory in the crash test of a guardrail, a high-speed video camera captures a vehicle’s colli-
sion in fractions of a second.

“By participating in 
this study, Mn/DOT is 
leveraging the 
contributions of other 
states to create safer 
roadways in Minnesota.”

–Mike Elle,
Mn/DOT Design 
Standards Engineer
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